Levy said on that he would present a proposal to ArevaChairman Philippe Varin in the coming days for EDF to buy Areva's reactors business and that EDF would offer a "marketprice" for the business.

Blunt, who turned action hero alongside Tom Cruise in 2014's "Edge of Tomorrow", said her role in the film "made quite an impact" as women aren't usually seen as equal counterparts to their male stars in action movies.

Gains in the broader stock market were capped by a drop in miners after prices of key industrial metals fell. BHP Billiton, Fresnillo and Anglo American fell 1.3 to 3 percent. The UK mining index was down 1.3 percent.

With her terrorist son sentenced to die, the Boston Marathon bombers' mother is apparently finding comfort in believing that the U.S. will burn "in the flames of an eternal and terrifying fire."

"One danger is that Facebook often gives us information about our friends that we are not normally privy to, which gives us even more opportunities to socially compare. You can't really control the impulse to compare because you never know what your friends are going to post," she said.

A string of still images of the prisoners Islamic State claims to have freed from a Ramadi prison have also appeared on internet sources with established links to the group, and have been picked up by BBC Monitoring.

The car he had been driving fitted the description of one used in at least six incidents since January in which a man shot into buildings including offices of the San Diego Gas & Electric company and a 7-11 convenience store.

Of course as she is so ahead of the style game this dress isn't available to buy just yet but click (right) to check out the current line at Net-a-Porter. Or recreate Cheryl's summery look with our edit of yellow dresses below.

Homebuilder confidence dipped in May, a report from the National Association of Home Builders/Wells Fargo showed Monday. The figures showed measures of sales and buyer traffic dropped, while a gauge of the six-month outlook for purchases advanced.
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Former Blackburn Rovers and QPR player Simon Barker is deputy chief executive of the Professional Footballers' Association (PFA), and also a member of the Sports Betting Group, set up to help prevent corrupt betting activity.
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A witness to the wondrous save ran to a parking lot to call 911. Two rangers rescued the fallen photographer by setting up a ropes and pulleys system to send a harnessed emergency responder down and bringing the man back up to safety. It took more than a dozen park employees to pull off the save.